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1. INTRODUCTION

At the request of Mr. Harry Buckles, Chief Engineer 

of Technical Mine Consultants, a reconnaissance electromagnetic 

survey was performed on the ice surface of part of Serpent Harbour, 

Blind River Area, Ontario, for Pater Uranium Mines Limited. The 

work was carried out during March, 1955 using dual frequency electro 

magnetic equipment.

Some preliminary drilling has been undertaken from 

the northern shore of Serpent Harbour. The suites of holes inter 

sected interesting mineralisation (around 150 feet) which became 

more encouraging at depth (arov^d 600 or 700 feet). The relation 

ship of this drilling information and local geological data should be 

correlated with the electromagnetic results before thetest programme 

outlined below Is commenced.

2. PRESENTATION OF RESULTS

The field results of electromagnetic surveying on the 

ice claims are shown on map No. E2048 at a scale of l" * 200'.

Three conductive cones have been delineated. They 

have been libelled alphabetically in order to facilitate the discussion 

of the results.
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X DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

;^ - ; - The three cone* have an apparent dip to the south but 

do not appear to exhibit a uniform conductivity. The structural 

relationship between the cones.was not determined by the reconnais 

sance work but a combination d cross faulting and/or tight folding 

of one original conductive cone is considered to be possible. It is 

probable that Zone A is distinct from Zone B and that it represents 

an offset portion of the main conductive rone. The direction of faulting 

cannot be inferred from the electromagnetic results here.

Zones B and C are probably the same conductive band 

which has been tightly folded between lines 8+OOfi and IZ-fOOS. Alter 

natively, some c ross-faulting may have occurred, but from the results 

to date a fold appears to be more likely. The schedule for drilling 

these Zones has been planned to test the fold theory. 

ZONE A

This cone lies between lines 2+OOW and 8+00W. It is 

a single, excellently conductive band which appears to dip to the south 

east and strike northeast-southwest between lines 2+00 W and 6+00 W and 

:Hen carve to the south between lines 6+OOW and 8+00W. However, it 

v*r,uld c* necessary to carry out more detailed electromagnetic survey- 

iug in order to determine its actual strike in this locality, 

.-- The apparent conductivity along the cone is consistent

and one test hole should be sufficient to determine the cause of theoon-'is,

ductive anomaly and to permit an evaluation of its possiblities as a 

potential cone of mine r ali cation. (DDH li on the map and schedule).
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' v Zone B is a multiple'conductive tone which comprises

at least three bands of conductive material. The aone appears to be
;; v . ' ' --. . j - ...' * --." ; " ' '. . : i '

between lines 0+00 and 12+005 but it may not extend as far to the east 

as this. If the nose of a fold lies between lines 10+OOE and 12+OOE, one 

would expect a "false" conductor axis to be present on Une 12+OOE. 

The possiUIity of a tight recumbent fold between lines 6-yOOE and 12+OOE 

has already been discussed and the drilling outlined for Zone B is 

planned accordingly (DDH 12, 13, 14, and 15 on the map and schedule). 

ZONE C

This tone possibly extends from line 6+0 O E farther to 

the east than does the electromagnetic surveying. Like Zone B, it is 

a multiple conductor , the strongest band appearing to lie to the north 

with two or three minor bands lying parallel or subparallel tp the 

south.

One long drill hole (16) is suggested to test the strong 

band at it* widest point. The probable fold in the structure at the 

western end will be tested by DDH #2, 13, #4 and 15 as suggested for 

Zone B. 

4. CONCLUSION

This property show* some interesting electromagnetic 

reeults and the suggested test holes should be sufficient to determine 

the cause of the anomalies. It should be realized, however, that some 

talcose or chloritic schists serve as conductors of this type when they
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fine pli-iing of pyrite or graphite slong slip planes can also
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relationship between Zone* B and C is regarded favourably and additional 

expenditure in the form of diamond drilling is considered to be warranted.

McPHAR GEOPHYSICS LIMITED

A. Burlinson, 
Geophysicist,

3t P, Nowlan 
Geologist.

Dated: April 6th, 1955.
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